We present deep multifrequency observations using the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope at 153, 244, 610 and 1260 MHz of a field centered on J0916+6348, to search for evidence of fossil radio lobes which could be due to an earlier cycle of episodic activity of the parent galaxy, as well as halos and relics in clusters of galaxies. We do not find any unambiguous evidence of episodic activity in a list of 374 sources, suggesting that such activity is rare even in relatively deep low-frequency observations. We examine the spectra of all the sources by combining our observations with those from the Westerbork Northern Sky Survey, NRAO VLA Sky Survey and the Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-centimeters survey. Considering only those which have measurements at a minimum of three different frequencies, we find that almost all sources are consistent with a straight spectrum with a median spectral index, α ∼0.8 (S(ν) ∝ ν −α ), which appears steeper than theoretical expectations of the injection spectral index. We identify 14 very steep-spectrum sources with α 1.3. We examine their optical fields and discuss the nature of some of these sources.
INTRODUCTION
Low-frequency radio observations of radio galaxies and quasars provide us with an opportunity to probe episodic activity in active galactic nuclei (AGN) and also constrain the injection spectral indices of the electron energy spectrum. The extended radio emission in radio galaxies and quasars could provide constraints on the duration and duty cycles of episodic activity in AGN via the structural and spectral information of the lobes of emission. The most striking examples of such episodic nuclear activity are the 'double-double' radio galaxies (DDRGs) where a young pair of radio lobes is seen closer to the nucleus in addition to the older and more distant lobes of emission (e.g. Subrahmanyan, Saripalli & Hunstead 1996; Lara et al. 1999; Schoenmakers et al. 2000; Saikia, Konar & Kulkarni 2006 and references therein) . In addition to the DDRGs, diffuse relic radio emission due to an earlier cycle of activity has also been suggested for a number of sources from structural ⋆ Email: sirothia@ncra.tifr.res.in (SKS), djs@ncra.tifr.res.in (DJS), ishwar@ncra.tifr.res.in (CHI) and ngk@ncra.tifr.res.in (NGK) and spectral information. Some of the examples are 3C338 and 3C388 (Burns, Schwendeman & White 1983; Roettiger et al. 1994 (Burns, Feigelson & Schreier 1983; Clarke, Burns & Norman 1992; Junkes et al. 1993; Morganti et al. 1999) , and more recently 4C29.30 (Jamrozy et al. 2007) . Jeyakumar et al. (2000) have listed a few cases of small-scale halos associated with the known milliarcsec-scale structures of compact steep spectrum and giga-hertz peaked spectrum sources from interplanetary scintillation observations with the Ooty Radio Telescope at 327 MHz. However, examples of such features appear to be relatively rare, and several searches for relic emission around bright radio sources have not yielded positive results (e.g. Reich, Stute & Wielebinski 1980; Stute, Reich & Kalberla 1980; Perley, Fomalont & Johnston 1982; Kronberg & Reich 1983; van der Laan, Zieba & Noordam 1984; Jones & Preston 2001 ).
The diffuse relic emission is expected to have a steep radio spectrum due to radiative losses and remain visible for approximately ∼10
8 yr (e.g. Owen, Eilek & Kassim 2000; Kaiser & Cotter 2002; Jamrozy et al. 2004 ). Low-frequency observations with low rms noise values and short spacings sensitive to the diffuse emission could provide better constraints on the frequency of occurrence or detection of such relic emission. We explore this possibility from observations of a field centered on RA: 09 h 16 m 30 s , DEC: 63
•
48
′ 00 ′′ at a number of frequencies, namely 150, 244, 610 and 1260 MHz, with the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT). This field was chosen when several interesting radio sources, including a wide-angle tailed source, were noticed while studying the nearby group of galaxies Holmberg 124 (Kantharia et al. 2005) . In order to identify diffuse cluster sources, it is important that the imaged field contains galaxy clusters. In these observations, the clusters Abell 764 at a redshift of 0.166 (Abell et al. 1989 ) and MaxBCG J139.14754+63.8034 at a redshift of 0.1215 (Koester et al. 2007 ) are both very close to the pointing centre.
Deep low-frequency observations are also extremely useful for identifying radio halos, relics and core-halos or mini halos associated with clusters of galaxies. While core-halos are less than about 500 kpc in extent and associated with the dominant galaxy in cooling core clusters, halos and relics are much larger in size and not associated with any particular galaxy. Radio halos are usually projected towards the cluster center and have a regular morphology, while relics are seen towards the periphery with a variety of shapes (cf. Venturi et al. 2008 and references therein) . While relics are believed to arise due to cluster mergers and/or matter accretion (Sarazin 1999 In addition to the search for fossil or relic radio emission of different forms, it is also useful to examine the low-frequency spectra of these weak sources, which could be close to their injection spectral indices, αinj (flux density, S∝ ν −α ), and compare these with values for stronger sources. Most of our sources are weak and are not catalogued in the well-known low-frequency surveys such as the Cambridge surveys at 151 MHz (Green 2002 and references therein) and the VLA Low-frequency Sky Survey (VLSS; Cohen et al. 2007 ; http://lwa.nrl.navy.mil/VLSS). In the case of the strong sources, αinj has been estimated to be 0.5 for Cygnus A. Similar values have been obtained by Meisenheimer et al. (1989) for a sample of powerful radio galaxies. From measurements between 38 MHz and 1 GHz, Liu, Pooley & Riley (1992) find a median value of 0.77. For a sample of 3CR sources Leahy et al. (1989) estimate the hot spot spectral indices, which are similar to αinj, to have a similar median value of ∼0.8. This is also similar to the estimate of αinj for the compact steep spectrum source 3C190 by Katz-Stone & Rudnick (1997) . For a sample of giant radio sources, using low-frequency GMRT observations and higher frequency observations from the Very Large Array (VLA) as well as data from the literature, Jamrozy et al. (2008) find that αinj varies from ∼0.55 to 0.88 with a median value of ∼0.6. The theoretically expected values are somewhat smaller. For a strong, non-relativistic shock in a Newtonian fluid αinj = 0.5 (Bell 1978a (Bell , 1978b Blandford & Ostriker 1978) , while the values range from 0.35 to 0.65 for relativistic shocks in Table 1 . In this figure and in all the images presented here, the contour levels in units of Jy beam −1 are represented by mean+rms×(n), where n is the multiplication factor. The negative contours are shown as dashed lines. different situations (Heavens 1989; Kirk & Schneider 1987; Drury & Voelk 1981; Axford, Leer & McKenzie 1982) .
A summary of the observations and the parameters of the images obtained are presented in Table 1 , while the details of our observations and analysis are described in Section 2. The results are presented in Section 3. The discussion and conclusions are summarized in Section 4.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
The observation summary along with the calibrators used, and the parameters of the final images are presented in Table 1. The data reduction was done mainly using AIPS++ (version: 1.9, build #1556). 3C147 was the primary flux density and bandpass calibrator at all the four frequencies. After applying bandpass corrections on the mentioned phase calibrator, gain and phase variations were estimated, and then flux density, bandpass, gain and phase calibration from flux density and phase calibrator were applied on the target field.
While calibrating the data, bad data were flagged at various stages. The data for antennas with high errors in antenna-based solutions were examined and flagged over certain time ranges. Some baselines were flagged based on closure errors on the bandpass calibrator. Channel and timebased flagging of data points corrupted by radio frequency interference (RFI) were done using a median filter with a 6σ threshold. Residual errors above 5σ were also flagged after a few rounds of imaging and self calibration. The system temperature (Tsys) was found to vary with antenna, the ambient temperature and elevation (Sirothia 2008) . In the absence of regular Tsys measurements for GMRT antennas, this correction was estimated from the residuals of corrected data with respect to the model data. The corrections were then applied to the data. The final image was made after several rounds of phase self calibration, and one round of amplitude self calibration, where the data were normalized by the median gain for all the data. The final image was also primary beam corrected using the Gaussian parameters as mentioned in Table 1 .
OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS
The GMRT images of an area of ∼18×18 arcmin 2 at all the four frequencies are shown in Fig. 1 , while the images from the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS; Condon et al. 1998) and Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-centimeters survey (FIRST; Becker et al. 1995) are shown in Fig. 2 . Amongst the GMRT images, the 1260-MHz image has the lowest noise figure with an rms of about 22 µJy beam −1 , while the corresponding values for the 150-MHz, 244-MHz and 610-MHz images are 513, 173 and 32 µJy beam −1 respectively. Diffuse relic emission with a brightness of 20 µJy beam −1 at 1260 MHz and a spectral index, α ∼1.5, would have a surface brightness of ∼480 and 150 µJy beam −1 at 150 and 244 MHz respectively for a similar beam. Considering that our beam areas at these two frequencies are larger than at 1260 MHz by ∼100 and 50 times respectively, we should be able to detect diffuse relic emission associated with these sources at the lower frequencies even if these were below the threshold at 1260 MHz.
To examine the detection of such diffuse relic emission from either an earlier cycle of activity in a radio galaxy or from cluster relics and halos, and also estimate the lowfrequency spectra of these sources, we compiled a list of sources which are within 1.5
• of the phase center of our observations at 153 MHz, and with a peak brightness which is at least 6 times larger than the local rms value. This yielded a list of 374 sources. For each of these sources we attempted to find counterparts at the other frequencies of observations as well as in the Westerbork Northern Sky Survey at 327 MHz (WENSS; Rengelink et al. 1997; de Bruyn et al. 2000) when available, and from NVSS and FIRST at 1400 MHz by searching within a radius of 30 arcsec of each source. The search radius was arrived at by comparing the positions of compact sources in the different catalogues.
Of these 374 sources, 361 were found to have counterparts at 244 MHz. The remaining 13 sources are located between ∼1.06
• and 1.46
• from the pointing center, the median value being ∼1.38
• . The primary beam response of the 244-MHz beam at 1.5
• from the phase center being about 20 per cent of the peak value, the rms noise is larger. We have checked the field of each of these 13 sources and find that these sources are visible in the 244-MHz image but do not satisfy our selection criterion of the peak value being 6 times the rms value. Four of these sources are detected in either the NVSS or FIRST catalogues. We have examined the spectra of these sources, but given the uncertainties there is no clear example of a very steep spectrum source amongst these objects.
The sources with a spectral index greater than 1.3 estimated from measurements at a minimum of three frequencies are listed in Table 2 along with some of their observed properties. The Table for the entire list of sources is available in the on-line version. The Tables are arranged as follows. Column 1: source name in J2000 co-ordinates where hhmmss represents the hours, minutes and seconds of right ascension and ddmmss represents the degrees, arcmin and arcsec of declination, estimated from the flux-density weighted centroid of all the emission enclosed by the 3σ contour at 153 MHz; columns 2 and 3: the right ascension and declination of the source in J2000 co-ordinates; column 4: distance of the centroid of the source in the 150-MHz image from the pointing center in degrees; columns 5 to 10: the total flux densities at 153, 244, 330, 610, 1260 and 1400 MHz in units of mJy; column 11: spectral index from a linear least-squares fit for which the spectrum could be satisfactorily fitted with a straight spectrum. For sources which show a strong departure from a straight-line fit, a parabolic form log S = b(logν) 2 +mlogν+c was fitted and the high frequency spectral indices between 610 and 1400 MHz have been quoted. The flux densities at 330 MHz are from the WENSS catalogue while those at 1400 MHz are from the NVSS catalogue. The flux densities from the GMRT observations at 610 and 1260 MHz have been listed for only those sources which are 0.54
• and 0.34
• of the phase center, which corresponds to about 20 per cent of the peak response of the primary beam. The flux densities of the sources in all the GMRT images have been estimated by integrating the emission within the 3-σ closed contour. We have also examined the structure of each source at each frequency as well as in the FIRST and NVSS images. We have not listed the flux densities of a few extended sources at specific frequencies if significant flux density appears to be missing in the images at the given frequency even after convolving it to a lower resolution. This has been done for a few sources at 610 and 1260 MHz. Column 12: structural classification where S denotes a single source, D a double-lobed source, T a triple source with a possible core component and Cplx a complex source. Diffuse extended emission without a clear doublelobed structure has been marked as E. The structural classification has been usually done from the highest resolution image available, which is usually our GMRT image at either 610 or 1260 MHz or the FIRST image at 1400 MHz. The resolution of our 610-MHz image is similar to that of the FIRST image although the noise in our image is significantly better than that of FIRST. We have estimated the errors in the flux densities to be ∼15 per cent at 150 and 244 MHz, 10 per cent at 610 MHz and 5 per cent at the higher frequencies. For each source we have estimated the error in the value of the spectral index, and find the typical error to be ∼0.15.
DISCUSSION

Search for relic emission
Relic radio emission associated with an earlier cycle of activity may be seen as either lobes of emission beyond the extent of the younger lobes as in the case of the double-double radio galaxies, or just diffuse emission associated with a smallerscale double-lobed or triple radio source. If the relic radio emission, which is likely to have a steep radio spectrum contributes a significant amount of the total flux density one might also find signatures of it in the integrated spectra of these sources. There could also be relic sources without any recent activity; these sources are likely to have a very steep radio spectrum due to radiative losses. We have examined the structure and spectra of each source in our entire list of 374 sources. Of these, 295 are classified as single, 61 as double, 9 as triple and the remaining 9 as complex sources. Although tails and bridges have been detected in many of the sources, there are no clear unambiguous signatures of episodic activity either in the form of DDRGs or diffuse emission associated with the double-lobed or single sources. The images of three of the large angular-sized, double-lobed sources at both 153 and 244 MHz are shown in Fig. 3 . This suggests that sources with clear signatures of episodic activity are rather rare even in fields selected and observed with high sensitivity at a low frequency. We made low-resolution images at the different frequencies to ensure that we have not missed any diffuse steep-spectrum emission.
Most of the known dozen or so DDRGs are associated with large radio galaxies, with sizes typically over about a Mpc (e.g. Schoenmakers et al. 2000; Saikia et al. 2006 ). This may be due to the typical time scales of episodic activity which have been estimated to be in the range of non-detection of unambiguous signatures of episodic activity in these sources may possibly also be related to their small linear sizes and hence younger ages.
Spectra
We have fitted the spectra for 317 of the sources which have measurements at a minimum of three different frequencies.
Since the measurements cover only about a decade in frequency and the number of independent flux density estimates at different frequencies is also limited, we have fitted a straight spectrum to the sources unless the data show evidence of large deviations. The representative spectra of a few sources with straight spectra are shown in Fig. 4 , while those for the three sources with curved spectra are shown in Fig. 5 . The curved spectra appear to exhibit turn over frequencies ranging from ∼100 to 600 MHz. The three sources with a possible low-frequency turnover in their spectra also do not have any extended emission associated with it. The distribution of spectral indices for all the sources is shown in Fig. 6 . For the three sources with curved spectra, we have plotted the high-frequency spectral index. Figure 6 . The spectral index distribution for all the 317 sources with a minimum of three measurements at different frequencies. For the three sources fitted with a parabolic form, the highfrequency spectral index between 610 and 1400 MHz has been plotted.
Very steep spectrum sources
The relic lobes of radio sources from an earlier cycle of activity which are no longer being fed with energy from the nucleus are expected to have a very steep radio spectrum due to radiative losses. For a source with a typical spectral index of 0.8, the expected spectral index beyond the break due to synchrotron ageing is expected to be about 1.3 (Pacholczyk 1970; Parma et al. 2007 ). The 14 objects from our list with at least three measurements, and spectral indices >1.3 are listed in Table 2 . We have confirmed the steep spectra of these sources by convolving the higher resolution images to those of the lower resolution ones. This shows that the number of very steep spectrum sources comprises only ∼3.7 per cent of our entire list of 374 objects. There have been earlier searches for such steep spectrum sources with the primary objective of finding high-redshift radio galaxies (e.g. Roettgering et al. 1994; De Breuck et al. 2000) . These studies also indicate that very steep spectrum sources are rather rare. For example, in the study by De Breuck et al. (2000), only 0.5 per cent of a complete low-frequency selected sample is found to have a spectral index >1.3. Our detection rate is somewhat higher because our pointing centre is close to two clusters of galaxies. Radio galaxies in clusters are known to have steeper spectra (e.g. Slee et al. 1983; Roland et al. 1985; Slee & Reynolds 1984) , possibly due to confinement of the radio emitting plasma by the intracluster medium. Also, clusters are known to often harbour steep-spectrum relics and halos of emission (cf. Venturi et al. 2008 and references therein) . These sources exhibit structures ranging from single sources to double-lobed and diffuse extended sources. The GMRT images at 153 and 244 MHz of six of these sources are shown in Fig. 7 . We have examined the optical fields of each of the 14 sources in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2008) . We have tried to find optical counterparts of these sources as well attempt to identify any cluster of galaxies that might be associated with the radio sources. We have plotted the positions of the galaxies from the SDSS on the radio images, and have described it as a possible identification if the optical object lies within the radio source and is within a few arcsec of the radio centroid.
Of the 14 sources, three (GMRT091308+633945, GMRT092009+641550 and GMRT092131+633939) have possible identifications, and three of the remaining sources (GMRT091734+640001, GMRT091845+0642854, GMRT092830+0634748) are in the directions of clusters of galaxies. These are described briefly here.
GMRT091308+633945: This is a single point source at 610 MHz. The nearest optical galaxy from the SDSS catalogue is J091309.5+633943.0, which is 0.9 arcsec from radio source at 610 MHz. Its r magnitude is 22 and its estimated redshift ranges from 0.1 to 0.77.
GMRT091734+640001: This source has an extension toward the south with an overall size of 19.2 arcsec at 610 MHz. The object is at distance of 10.9 arcmin from the cluster Abell 0764 cluster which is centered at 09 h 17 m 09.7 s , 63
• 49 ′ 26.4 ′′ . The cluster diameter is about 28 arcmin and is at z=0.166 with an x-ray flux density in the 0.1-2.4keV GMRT091845+0642854: This is an double source with an angular size of 19.9 arcsec at 244 MHz. The object is at a distance of 11.2 arcmin from the Zwicky cluster (Gal et al. GMRT092009+641550: This is a single source with a deconvolved size of 3.92 arcsec from the FIRST catalogue. The nearest optical galaxy from the SDSS catalogue is J092010.8+641548.5, which is located about 2.7 arcsec from GMRT091734+640001 GMRT091744+630229 GMRT091845+642854 GMRT092004+633626 GMRT092009+641550 GMRT092131+633939 Figure 7 -continued the FIRST position, has an r magnitude of 22.71 and an estimated photometric redshift of 0.85±0.67. GMRT092131+633939: This radio object is an asymmetric double with an angular size of 53.6 arcsec at 244 MHz. The nearest optical galaxy from the SDSS catalogue is J092133.7+633930.7, which is 9.9 arcsec from the centroid and lies between the two radio components. Its r magnitude is 21.52 and its estimated redshift ranges from 0.42 to 0.59.
GMRT092830+0634748: This is a diffuse source with deconvolved size of 13.9 arcsec at 244 MHz. The object is at a distance of 8.2 arcmin from the Zwicky cluster (Gal et al. 2003 ) ZW0923+6407 centered at 09 h 27 m 41.0 s , 63
• 53 ′ 56.4 ′′ . The cluster radius is 0.5
• .
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Figure 7 -continued
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have presented deep multifrequency GMRT observations at 153, 244, 610 and 1260 MHz of a field centered on J0916+6348. We do not find any unambiguous evidence of emission from an earlier cycle of activity in a list of 374 sources, suggesting that such activity is rare even in relatively deep lowfrequency observations. However, the median size of our objects is expected to be less than about a 100 kpc, which may be partly responsible for the non-detection of fossil lobes from an earlier cycle of AGN activity.
By combining our flux density measurements with those of WENSS, NVSS and FIRST we find a median spectral index of ∼0.8, which is similar to that of the stronger 3CR sources, but appears steeper than theoretical expectations of the injection spectral index.
We identify 14 very steep-spectrum sources with a steep spectral index 1.3. We find three of these sources to be identified with an optical galaxy visible in the SDSS, while another three are in the directions of clusters of galaxies. One of these three, GMRT092830+0634748, is a diffuse extended source and could be a cluster relic.
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